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Nowadays, there is an increasing trend for modern companies to deploy their 
services (PaaS, SaaS etc.) or applications through IaaS (Infrastructure as a 
Service) providers (e.g., Microsoft Azure, Amazon AWS, Google Compute 
Engine etc.), while the state-of-the-art in IaaS greatly relies on virtualization 
technologies. In most cases, services or applications built on IaaS are hosted in 
server cluster environments, with their workload running inside one or more 
virtual machines, those virtual machines are then mapped to some physical 
servers. 
Since those workloads are running in virtualized host, the performance and 
robustness of adopted virtualization technology, the workload management and 
deployment at scale, the management framework used etc., can greatly affect the 




Figure 1: Hardware and operating system virtualization 
1.1 Container vs. Virtual Machine  
There are two types of server virtualization technologies that are commonly used 
in server cluster environment to provide IaaS. One is hardware level virtualization 
where a hypervisor is involved to virtualize the hardware resources across 
multiple virtual machines (VMs), each virtual machine then is running an entire 
operating system and users’ deployed applications or services are running inside 
that operating system. Examples of hardware virtualization include KVM [1], 
XEN [2], and VMware ESX [3]. The other type of virtualization is operating 
system level virtualization. By taking advantage of Linux kernel namespace 
features, OS-level virtualization encapsulates OS processes that are needed by 
users’ applications or services, along with the required dependencies to create 
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“containers”, which can be considered as tiny OS-level virtualized “virtual 
machines”. Those operating system level virtualized “virtual machines” (we will 
call them containers in what follows) are managed by underlying operating 
system while the hardware-level virtual machines are managed by hypervisor. 
Examples of operating system level virtualization include HP-UX [4], Linux 
containers (LXC) [5], BSD Jails [6], Solaris Zones [7] and so on. The structural 
differences between Virtual Machines and Containers are well illustrated in  
Figure 1. 
For two types of virtualization technology, both have their corresponding 
management frameworks for workload deployment and management at scale. 
Examples of virtual machine management framework include vCenter [8], 
OpenStack [9], CloudStack [10] and so on, while examples of container 
management frameworks includes commercial offering like Docker Swarm [11], 
Docker Datacenter [12] and open source frameworks like Kubernetes [13] etc.. 
However, compared with virtual machine management frameworks, those 
container management frameworks are all not mature enough because of the lack 
of attention to container itself in the past years. 
1.2 Container Renaissance 
Although container-based virtualization has been used for over a decade and the 
related concepts like namespace are already well understood [14], virtual 
machines play a predominant role in deploying services and applications in cloud 
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clusters for decades even today. However, there is a renaissance in the use of 
containers to do resource virtualization, isolation and control. Within the last three 
years, many companies switch to use containers to deploy their services and 
applications. Among different types of containers, Docker has emerged as the 
most used, standard runtime and build system for containers (this can be partly 
evidenced by the annual China Container Conference where a lot of IT companies 
share their experience in using containers for their business, among those, nearly 
all of them choose Docker containers). In fact, even before the rise of Docker, 
Google [15] and Facebook [16] have both been using containerized infrastructures 
for some years. 
There are two main reasons for container renaissance, both point to the desire 
of rapid deployment in industrial production. 
C1: A container image is generated by scripts that specify dependencies, 
thus facilitating code development, debugging and deployment; the 
container is a running instance of the image (like a process is a running 
instance of its code). 
C2: The removal of the guest OS makes container images much smaller, 
so a physical machine can host many more containers than VMs, and 
spawning containers (in response to a flash crowd, say) is also much faster 
than booting VMs.  
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   Due to the surging interest in containers from enterprises, container 
technologies are getting developed and standardized rapidly. New concepts on 
containers keep being proposed, container along with its related technologies have 
become a brand-new field for industries and researchers. Some research has been 
done on containers but most of them are studying on the performance and other 
comparisons between containers and virtual machines, few works on container 
management framework. 
Although, as we listed before, there are some existing management frameworks 
for managing containers, there is none so far for managing metadata for 
containers and corresponding images. 
However, managing container metadata is of great significance. A 
containerized system has a lot of metadata that can facilitate code development 
and debugging (C1): which OS version does image X use? Who is the developer 
for X? When was X last modified? Which containers are running X? Etc. 
There are also a lot of metadata that can facilitate container deployment (C2): 
how much free memory is there on a particular node? Which hosts are running 
replicas of a container? Which containers can be collocated without performance 
interference? Which containers are using a particular port? Etc.  
To fill such gap, we propose ConHub [33], a metadata management system for 
Docker containers, to manage the underlying metadata in a Docker container 
system. We also develop a container query language (CQL) and a set of container 
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accessibility tools based on the well-designed managing APIs that ConHub 
exposes. 
This thesis is organized in following way. Chapter 1 introduces the problem of 
metadata management for containers. Chapter 2 provides background information 
on Docker images and containers, along with related works on some existing 
container management systems. Chapter 3 describes the technical details of 
ConHub system, and finally Chapter 4 concludes the thesis with some usage 





BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK  
2.1 Linux Container 
The concept of container is built on Linux kernel namespace feature (although 
Microsoft already starts to develop containers of Windows version, currently 
when we refer to containers, in most cases, we mean containers in Linux). 
Namespaces can be used to create containers that are isolated and have no 
visibility or access to processes outside the container. Therefore, processes 
running inside a container will feel themselves running in a normal Linux 
operating system and be the only ones running in OS without sharing kernel with 
any other processes. However, the actual situation is opposite, as there may be 
plenty of containers running concurrently in the host OS and sharing the kernel. 
   A container can just contain as little as single process and share the kernel of 
host OS with other processes outside the container to do its workload, while a 
virtual machine needs to run a full operating system for its workload. That makes 
containers much simpler and lighter and thus faster for deployment compared 
with Virtual Machines. 
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2.1.1 Images & Containers 
There are two main concepts in a container system, one is image, and the other 
one is container. 
   An image is a file system and parameters to use at runtime [17]. It is stateless, 
static and never changes after being built, while a container is a running instance 
of an image. Containers are to images as Java objects are to Java classes.  
   An application image can be built by executing a script which specifies all the 
processes and dependencies that the targeting application needs. The image 
building process may take some time, during which all the required data or files 
will be fetched locally or remotely (if the file is not stored in local machine) and 
then packed together. Once an image is built, its content cannot be changed, 
developers have to modify the script and then build a new image from it if a 
newer version of image is needed. These features of image make code shipping, 
package testing and so on much easier and more efficient. The developers just 
need write a script to pack their applications code along with all required 
resources into an image, and then distribute it to testing or production 
environment. The users of that image will be free from fussy environment 
configuration procedures, all they need to do is to create a container instance from 
that image. 
   A container can be created from an image within seconds by executing a single 
command which specifies the used image and other parameters (if needed). An 
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image can have many container instances. In a server cluster environment, it is 
quite normal to have thousands of containers created from different images 
running concurrently. Old containers keep being replaced by newly created ones 
every second, such replacement can be very frequent since container is so 
lightweight that the stop and creation of it is extremely fast and consume very few 
resources. 
2.1.2 Container Metadata 
A containerized system has a lot of metadata. Besides the part that we discussed 
in introduction section, there are a lot of other metadata that is of great 
significance to be managed, like does image X get specified software (e.g., 
MySQL or PostgreSQL) installed? Is the application code that image X contains 
stable for production or still under testing? How many containers are created from 
image X? Which component does this container act as in targeting application? 
Which set of containers has to be running currently to cooperatively provide 
service? Etc. 
   Containers can be used to deploy various types of applications and services, so 
the metadata that need to be managed may also vary to different managing 
purposes. A good metadata management system for containers thus must be able 
to capture all the main concepts and relations in a container system for basic 
management and deployment, but have sufficient flexibility to cater to different 




There are many different types of Linux containers, including Warden [18], 
Imctfy [19], Docker [20] and so on. They are generally similar to each other since 
most of them are variants of Linux containers. Among them, Docker has rapidly 
become most used, standard runtime and image format for Linux containers 
because of its appealing feature set (e.g., the image layer mechanism that we will 
introduce below) and ease of use.  
2.2.1 Docker Layered File System 
   A key feature of Docker that is not found in other types of containers is the 
layered file system (AUFS by default) that it uses. AUFS (Another UnionFS) [21] 
is a unification file system, it uses a single union mount to take multiple 
directories on a single Linux host, and then stack them on top of each other to 
expose a single unified view.  
   AUFS union mounts enable image layering. A Docker image consists of 
multiple layers, and layers can be reused in different images to reduce space usage 
and simplify file system management. In many cases, Docker images require less 
disk space and I/O, this leads to faster deployment in server cluster environment 
since the build process of images may need fetch data remotely over the network 
to local disk. 
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2.2.2 Docker Images 
Because of the layered file system that Docker uses, along with other features of 
Docker, the format of Docker images is quite different from others.  
 
Figure 2: Docker image example 
   A Docker image is an abstract object. It is actually a set of layers as we 
described before. Each layer in Docker has a unique layer id, and id of top layer 
of a layer set becomes the image id. Besides the image id, each image in Docker 
also has a unique human-friendly name, indicating the repository that the image 
belongs to and the tag which can uniquely identify the image in its repository. 
Figure 2 shows examples of Docker image. 
   The command “docker images” is used to display all existing images. As we 
can see from Figure 2, there are thirteen images in our local machine. The 
highlighted image name is “tomcat:8”, and “99765a0d7f44” is its image id. These 
mean this image belongs to “tomcat” repository (tomcat is a famous web server 
application), and its tag is 8. There is another image in tomcat repository with tag 
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“latest”, its id is “0199baba4822” (the last row but three). The name and image id 
of the two images show that they are two different versions of tomcat. However, 
as we said before, image is an abstract concept, so it is possible for two images 
with different name (the tag or even repository can be different) while share the 
same image id. In such case, the content of the two images are the same.  
   To facilitate understanding, we may consider image name as something like 
Java reference, while the actual content of image (layer set) is Java object. Image 
name is to image id as Java reference is to JVM memory address. (We can have 
multiple Java references with different name pointing to the same memory 
address in which the actual object data stored.) 
   The command “docker history [IMAGE ID or NAME]” is used to show all the 
layers that an image consist of. As we can see from Figure 3, image “asia:1” is 
composed of 8 layers, the top layer id (“c3a332393e77”) is the same as image id 







Figure 3: Docker image layer example 
   A Docker image can be used as a base image of other images, this means we 
can add extra layers on top of an existing layer set to get a new image, the id of 
new image is then the new top layer id. Comparing Figure 3 and Figure 4, we can 
see that image “beijing:1.1.0” is constructed by adding 4 new layers on top of 
layer set of “asia:1” image. We call the new image (Beijing:1.1.0) the child image 
of the base image (asia:1). We can also deduce from Figure 2 and Figure 4 that, 
there is an another image named “china:1.1” with id “f394b477e9e8”, which is 
also the child image of “asia:1” while being the parent image of “beijing:1.1.0”. 
Note that here we named those images as “asia”, “china”, “beijing” just for easy 




Figure 4: Docker image inheritance example 
   An image can be built by a developer using a script (In Docker, such a script is 
called a Dockerfile), or can be pulled from other registries into local registry 
(Docker Inc. provides a public image registry called Docker Hub [22] where 
developers can upload their images into it or pull down image from it, the concept 
of it is just like GitHub). In a Dockerfile, the author can specify the maintainer of 
the file (usually it should be the author him/her-self), so that developer who build 
an image using this Dockerfile can contact the maintainer when problems arise in 
using the image.  
2.2.3 Docker Metadata 
As far as we discussed, there is already lots of special metadata generated in 
Docker: Do these two images share common layers? How many children images 
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does a particular image have? Which source registry is this image pulled from? 
Who is the maintainer of this image? Etc. 
   The actual types of metadata in Docker is much more than what we mentioned 
here, we will explain some of them in detail in following sections. These types of 
metadata, if well managed, can greatly facilitate the management of Docker 
containers themselves. 
2.3 Container Management 
There are already many container management systems proposed, the most 
famous two that are open to the public are Docker Swarm brought by Docker Inc. 
and the open-source project Kubernetes led by Google. Besides the two, many 
other companies also start to develop their own container management systems 
like Huawei CCE [23] and Netease Hive [24], but most of them are private and 
specifically designed for the internal business of the company. 
2.3.1 Docker Swarm 
Docker swarm is native clustering management tool of Docker containers, it 
allows developers to create a universal virtual system, called “Swarm”, over 
multiple Docker nodes. Each node is controlled by the Swarm manager which 
schedules and orchestrates containers. Docker Swarm makes Docker cluster work 
in the same way as regular Docker client by exposing standard Docker APIs and 
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adopting various cluster managing technologies like loading balancing, scaling 
and routing mesh etc.  
2.3.2 Kubernetes 
Kubernetes is the most well-known container management framework which 
focuses on container workload deployment and management in cluster 
environment. Kubernetes adopts several novel concepts on the usage of containers 
in server cluster, including pods, labels, and replication controllers etc. Pods are a 
set of containers which are tightly coupled and they have to work cooperatively to 
provide certain services. Pod is the basic unit of scheduling of Kubernetes. Labels 
are user customized metadata attached to objects in Kubernetes to describe certain 
features. Labels enable developers to ask some keyword search based questions 
like “how many running pods labelled as “Data Provider?”. Replication 
controllers is used to create pod replicas from a pod template to ensure that a 
specified number of pods are running at any time. Kubernetes can monitor and 
schedule container workloads in an intelligent way. For example, if the computing 
resources in a server node get strained, Kubernetes can automatically shut down 
some pods running in this server, create the same pods in some other idle servers 
and then notify the changes to corresponding dependents. 
2.3.3 Metadata management 
Most container management systems brought up till now, are targeting for 
problems like container scheduling and load scaling, balancing etc., while have 
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little care for management of container related metadata. However, these systems 
themselves dynamically generate a lot of metadata for container deployment 
(failures, replication, resource allocation etc.), and the dynamic settings in a 
server cluster calls for a powerful metadata management system to support 
container management. What’s more, there are few existing studies on managing 
container metadata. ConHub makes up such limitation. Motivated by DataHub, a 
metadata management system for collaborative management and analysis over 
various large datasets [25, 26], we designed ConHub, which is built on 
PostgreSQL to bring to bear well-developed, industrial strength relational 
database technology on the management and querying of metadata for Docker 
images and containers. 
Besides the metadata management, there are many other types of issue that 
ConHub needs to address. Those issues greatly affect our design of different 
ConHub components, therefore we will discuss them separately in the following 






In this section, we present a high level overview of different components of 
ConHub, the application programming interfaces that ConHub exposes and third-
party applications built on top or as part of ConHub. 
3.1 High Level Design 
ConHub has four key components:  
1. ConSQL: A metadata management system, built on PostgreSQL, the 
underlying data model is ConSchema. 
2. CMP: Short for Container Management Processor. CMP is the core of 
ConHub, it takes charge of the data extraction and synchronization 
between Docker client and ConSQL, along with the data conversion from 
unstructured metadata in Docker to structured one. Moreover, it exposes a 
set of managing APIs for developers to develop third party applications 
that cater to their specified managing needs. 
3. CQP: Short for Container Query Processor. It supports the execution of 
CQL, a container query language for querying and generating metadata for 
images and containers. 
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4. Apps: An ecosystem of applications, including ConQ, ConViz etc. Those 
applications are built on the ConHub exposed managing APIs for 
container queries and visualization.  
 
Figure 5: ConHub Architecture 
The architecture of ConHub is illustrated in Figure 5. The detailed descriptions of 




3.2 ConSQL & ConSchema 
ConSQL is a database system that we developed for managing Docker metadata. 
For such purpose, we designed a relational schema called ConSchema, shown in 
Figure 6, to model metadata underlying a container system and use PostgreSQL 
as backend database. 
 




   We follow two guidelines in our design of ConSchema: (G1: Generality) The 
schema should be general enough to be able to capture all the main entities and 
relations in a Docker container system; (G2: Flexibility) The schema should be 
sufficiently flexible to support easy modification or extension, without much 
refactoring, according to different managing needs. 
 For generality (G1), we designed 8 entity tables in ConSchema which capture all 
the main objects in Docker. 
E1. Images:  
Images table is designed to capture image entities in a Docker container 
system. The basic attributes of a Docker image include a unique image id 
which refers to a layer entity, a Dockerfile id (may be null if the image is 
not built from a Dockerfile), a unique image name, the size of image, the 
builder and built time etc.  
E2. Layers:  
A layer is the basic unit composing images. A layer entity in a Docker 
container system has a unique layer id and a pointer to its parental layer 
(A layer can have multiple child layers but always one parental layer). 
Each layer also has a corresponding command which means that this 







Each container in a Docker container system has a unique container id, a 
unique name and an image id referring to its base image. Apart from 
these, a container, according to workload it runs, contains various other 
types of metadata (e.g., the host ports it occupies if the container is 
providing web services).  The part of these metadata that need to be 
managed varies to the specified managing needs of developers.    
E4. Dockerfiles:  
Dockerfiles table captures the Dockerfile entity in a Docker container 
system. Each record in Dockerfiles table is assigned with a unique file id 
which can be referred by records in Images table to represent a Many-To-
One build relation (multiple images can be built from one Dockerfile. In 
this case, these built images have the same image id but different image 
names). The user id of the maintainer of a Dockerfile and basic 
information like, file size, creation time etc., are also recorded under 
Dockerfile table. 
E5. Registries:  
Registry is the place where all different repositories get stored, and users 
can pull down/upload images from/into it. The default registry in Docker 
Client is Docker Hub, which is a public registry providing hosting service 
like GitHub. However, companies usually will build their own private 
registries for privacy concerns. In a Docker container system, images can 
be pulled from/uploaded into different registries (there can be multiple 
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registries, public or private, in a Docker container system). It is of great 
significance to manage such source information for security 
considerations. Therefore, we decided to add a Registries table in 
ConSQL. A record in Registries table has attributes like, a unique URL, 
registry description, type etc. We can also add some permissions related 
attributes in Registries table for access management if needed. 
E6. Repositories:  
In a registry, all images stored are grouped into different repositories. The 
name of repository along with the tag, which forms an image name, can 
uniquely refer to an image. Repositories table records basic information 
like repository creation time, description etc., along with a unique 
combination of repository name and registry id. To reduce data 
redundancy, we also assigned a unique id for each repository record. 
E7. Tags:  
Tag in a Docker container system is associated with repository to 
uniquely identify an image in a repository. Tags table contains a unique 
combination of tag name and repository id to indicate the version of the 
image in a repository. It also contains an image id referring to that image. 
Tags table acts as a bridge connecting Images table and Repositories 
table.  
E8. Volumes:  
The runtime data generated inside a container will get lost when that 
container is stopped or deleted. To address this issue, concept of volume is 
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adopted in a Docker container system. Volume works like hard disk, and 
is used to permanently store data that need to be accessed by containers of 
particular type (image related) or shared across containers of different 
types (image irrelevant). For example, assuming that a book hotel 
application maintains a centralized database to manage all the transactions. 
The image of such an application then need to indicate the database 
configuration information metadata during the image build process, so that 
all containers created from this image can automatically access that 
database. In this case, the database data can be stored in a volume, and this 
book hotel image is linked to this volume (image related). However, there 
are also cases where volume can be dynamically assigned to certain 
particular containers regardless of their base images. To capture all 
volume use cases as descripted above, we assign each volume record a 
unique volume id, along with basic attributes like volume size, physical 
location, description etc., in the Volumes table, and designed a relation 
table VolMap (will be described later) to store the volume mapping info. 
Similarly, there are three main relationships between the above objects. 
R1. ConToImage:  
In a Docker container system, we can create containers from an image, in 
the other way around, we can make some changes in a running container, 
then snapshot it into a new image (this new image becomes the child of 
the original one). Actually, the build process of an image (from a 
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Dockerfile) is just the repeat of such snapshot operation. The 
ConToImage table records the source container id and the target image id, 
along with other descriptive attributes. 
R2. VolMap: 
As mentioned in the description of Volumes table, VolMap table is used to 
record the mapping between volumes and images or containers. It has two 
attributes, one refers to a volume entity, the other one refers to an image or 
a container, we can also add some descriptive attributes into VolMap table 
if needed (e.g., the mapping status, time). 
 
R3. ConLinks: 
Containers usually talk with each other via network communication (just 
by specifying the IP address and listener ports). However, such 
communication method may not be secure enough for certain applications 
or services. To address this issue, Docker provides link feature to allow 
containers to discover each other and securely transfer information about 
one container to another container. By adding “--link” flag, two 
containers can be linked together, one will be the source container, and 
the other one then will be the target container. For example, a container 
running web server may need to communicate with a container which 
provides database service, in this case, we can link this web server 
container (target) with database server (source). We create ConLinks table 
in ConSQL to record this type of relation between containers. 
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   For Flexibility, we add 2 entity tables in ConSQL and add corresponding 
attributes in above designed tables. 
E9. Users:  
Users table is used to record all types of developer in a Docker container 
system, including image builder, Dockerfile maintainer/author, container 
creator etc. Managing these user metadata is helpful in many production 
scenarios, like bugs tracing, rights management, and security monitoring 
etc. 
E10.Labels:  
 Labels table simply contains two attributes, one is the object id which can 
 point to any objects in a Docker container system, and the other one is the 
 label content which is usually used to describe some unstructured features 
 of images or containers. 
   By adding Users table, ConSchema is able to track users’ activities within a 
containerized system and manage the corresponding generated metadata. Labels 
table gives ConSchema flexibility to group images or container for different 
managing purposes.  
   The design of ConSchema is not fixed, it just captures all main entities and 
relations in a Docker container system, which lays the foundation for further 
extension. In real usage scenarios, developers can add tables in ConSchema or 
add attributes in certain tables of ConSchema for their specified managing needs. 
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For instance, developers can add a “Software” entity table and corresponding 
relation tables to record the installation information between images and software 
if questions like “Which image installs MySQL of version 4.6.0 and Tomcat of 
7.3?” matter in their work environment. To give another example, developers can 
add a “Node” entity table and a relation table to record the deployment 
information between containers and computing nodes to manage the C2 type of 
metadata described in Introduction section.  
3.3 Container Management Processor 
Container Management Processor (CMP) is the key component of ConHub, it acts 
as the bridge connecting ConSQL with Docker client and hides all underlying 
metadata details to expose a set of application programming interfaces for upper 
applications. CMP contains various subcomponents that work cooperatively to 
achieve that.  
3.3.1 Metadata Extraction & Conversion 
Much of the Docker native metadata is from the JSON files generated by Docker. 
Users’ activities of using Docker, will also generate a lot of metadata. Moreover, 
users can generate customized image/container metadata via CQL labels. All 
metadata we mentioned above is from different sources, and thus being quite 
varied in nature, ranging from small to large, from structured to unstructured. We 
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have to find ways to collect those types of metadata and then transform them into 
relational datasets so that ConSQL can store and manage. 
   The first challenge is users’ activities monitoring. The naïve solution will be 
developing a user register and login component in ConHub, and then limiting 
users to perform all Docker related operations (create a container, build an image 
etc.) inside ConHub. However, such limitation can greatly undermine the 
extensibility of ConHub and is thus undesirable. To address this issue, instead of 
asking users to register for ConHub, we extract current login user of the host OS 
as ConHub user and convert it into relational record to save in ConSQL Users 
table. Such design is reasonable since it is quite common for modern companies 
to use OS embedded user control system (e.g., Windows Server Group Policy) to 
manage staffs’ accounts and track their online operations. After we get the current 
operating user information, we use Docker Monitor (will be introduced in next 
section) to monitor all the changes in a Docker container system that the operating 
user makes. 
   To extract user customized metadata (user defined label), we implemented the 
functionality of customized labelling in CQL. It is a natural design because the 
operation of labelling naturally comes with querying. In a containerized system, 
users may often want to assign a label to one or a set of images/containers which 
meet certain conditions to describe certain features. CQL can elegantly handle 
such tasks. When user execute CQL queries to label images/container, the CQP 
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(short for Container Query Processor) will extract such metadata and save it into 
ConSQL Labels table. 
   We also developed a metadata extractor and a convertor specifically for JSON 
metadata that Docker itself generates. Since different objects and operations in 
Docker use different JSON structures and locations for metadata storage, the 
extractor is designed to be able to dynamically extract different types of metadata 
from Docker file system, and then converter converts those into corresponding 
relational datasets to fit in ConSQL. For example, by analyzing the JSON file of a 
Docker image “hello-world:latest” (showed in Figure 7), the extractor can extract 
all metadata information about that image and then convertor populates it into 
corresponding ConSQL tables (Images, Layers, Repositories etc.) after 
conversion.  
 
Figure 7: Example of Docker image JSON file 
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3.3.2 Docker Monitor 
Docker Monitor (DM) is the most important subcomponent of CMP. It guarantees 
the metadata synchronization between Docker Client and ConSQL which lays the 
foundation for containers management. It also gives a great level of flexibility in 
the use of ConHub and provides the possibilities of integrating ConHub into other 
container management frameworks to manage their metadata.  
   With DM, users are allowed to perform any Docker operations through native 
Docker client or even other container management frameworks. As long as the 
monitor is running in the background, all the changes that users make to a Docker 
container system will be detected, and then synchronized into ConSQL in real 
time. DM supports offline synchronization too. If some changes happened during 
the off-time of ConHub, DM can start an initialization process to synchronize the 
changes into ConSQL at the boot time of ConHub.  
   When a user is performing operations on the Docker interface, the DM must 
deduce which operation was invoked by observing the resulting pattern of 
changes in the Docker file system. For example, when a user pulls down an 
image, Docker will create some corresponding files in its file system. We 
carefully worked through the list of Docker operations, and observed how they 
affected the Docker file system. This knowledge is then used to design how the 




   The overall workflow of metadata synchronization is as follows: When ConHub 
just get started up, initialization process will be triggered, during which DM will 
compare the current Docker system state with ConSQL stored one, analyze all 
metadata changes if any, and then call metadata convertor to batch synchronize 
those changes into ConSQL. After the initialization, when users performed some 
Docker operations which caused changes in Docker container system, DM will 
immediately detect such changes and identify the operation type, then call 
extractor to extract corresponding metadata from Docker container system for 
later conversion and storage in ConSQL.  
   We fixed such design of DM after an extensive research on how industrial 
companies use Docker in their production environment [23, 24, 27 etc.]. Unlike 
regular management applications, it is nearly impossible to limit developers to use 
Docker within a single framework because the operating environment of Docker, 
in most cases, is server cluster where sophisticated cluster management 
frameworks are required for server management, and various resource monitoring 
tools are used for workload adjustment. Therefore, the product positioning of 
ConHub in the first place is determined as an inclusive, service-oriented 
application. Users can keep ConHub running in the background or start it up only 
when metadata managing and querying is needed. In both cases, ConHub will not 
affect the working of other frameworks and can even be extended for managing 
metadata of those frameworks. 
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 3.3.3 PostgreSQL & Docker Adaptor 
We implement a PostgreSQL and Docker adaptor in CMP to make ConHub 
supportive for native Docker commands and standard SQL (short for structured 
query language) queries. Such design is also based on the study of Docker use 
cases in industrial production environment. It is undesirable to split the CRUD 
(create/read/update/delete) and query operations of containers/images into 
different scenarios because in real use of Docker containers, those operations are 
often performed sequentially or even concurrently. For instance, images querying 
is often followed by containers creation.  
   What’s more, enabling users to execute Docker native commands gives 
possibilities of extending standard Docker commands with ConHub 
functionalities for advanced managing needs. For example, if a few containers are 
occupying certain host ports, then such occupations must be managed. However, 
adding a “ports” attribute in ConSQL Containers table may cause too much 
overhead since most other containers don’t occupy any server ports. By 
developing a specified parser, we can extend native container creation command 
of Docker with customized flags to indicate the special metadata that need to be 
managed in ConHub for the to-be-created containers. ConHub Metadata 
Extractor, Monitor and ConSQL etc., can then be dynamically adjusted to support 
such special management.  
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   We conduct a detailed study on Docker native commands and their 
corresponding functionalities [28] to develop an extensible adaptor to support 
native Docker commands in ConHub. We also embed JDBC (Java Database 
Connectivity) in ConHub to support regular SQL commands. Motivated by the 
concept of Docker command extension that we described above, we developed 
CQL (Container Query Language) by extending SQL with ConHub 
functionalities. 
3.4 ConHub Application Programming Interfaces 
Till now, all components that we have introduced contribute to the inner working 
of ConHub. Those components work cooperatively to manage the native metadata 
in a Docker container system, along with external metadata that is generated from 
users’ operations. Based on such management, ConHub exposes a set of 
managing APIs for developers to develop various managing tools.  
   Except for basic APIs, each of which represents a Docker native operation (e.g., 
create a container, build an image), ConHub exposes some more advanced 
managing APIs, like stop/run a batch of containers at one time, get the id list of all 
child images of an image, create a Dockerfile in the specified folder and so on. 
We will describe some of these APIs in detail in following sections.  
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3.5 User Interface 
Containers are derived from Linux namespace, therefore most container 
management tools are naturally Linux command line based. Docker native client 
is a Linux terminal application, users can only interact with it by typing Docker 
commands in a Linux terminal. Since most Docker users are familiar with Linux 
terminal where the interactive way of command line is heavily used, using 
command line to manage containers is not only friendly to those people but also 
efficient for their workload development. Therefore, to cater to such usage 
practice, we develop a powerful shell for ConHub. Users can start ConHub up in 
Linux terminal, and interact with ConHub using command line in terminal all the 
way. Figure 8 demonstrates some use cases of using ConHub shell in terminal 




Figure 8: ConHub Shell 
   However, since ConHub is the first container metadata management system 
which brings to bear relational database technologies on the management and 
querying of metadata for images and containers. It is possible that developers who 
are familiar with Docker may know little about Database and vice versa. Those 
developers may find it hard to make full use of ConHub managing functionalities 
at first. We therefore developed a friendly GUI (Graphical User Interface), as 
Figure 9 shows, for those novice developers. 
   Users can perform all basic operations of ConHub through GUI, like building 
images, creating container, listing all existing images and containers, querying for 
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certain images/containers, view the detailed information of specified image or 
container etc. It is a good design for container management system to have such a 
GUI combining different types of operations (Database, Docker) together and 
present in a human friendly way for different levels of users. 
3.6 Container Query Language 
With the help of the managing APIs that CMP exposes and the adaptor 
component in CMP, we developed a powerful query language by extending 
standard SQL, called container query language (CQL), to manage the relational 
data that we extract from a Docker container system and generate new metadata 
into it. Since CQL is an extension of SQL, CQL inherits the power of SQL in the 
declarative formulation of semantically rich queries, like those illustrated in the 
Introduction section for provenance (C1) and management (C2).  
 
Figure 9: ConHub Graphical User Interface 
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   The design of CQL is a tremendous improvement over the simple keyword 
search provided by current container systems. We designed some reserved key 
words in CQL for operations which are commonly performed in a Docker 
container system while require complicated processes of executing a series of 
commands in certain order. Moreover, the factor that whether a Docker operation 
can be naturally combined with SQL querying operations, is also considered in 
the design of CQL (Labelling is a positive example of that).  
   We list some CQL function examples below, each is implemented by calling 
certain APIs that ConHub exposes. Full CQL query examples will be shown in 
Chapter 5 (Usage Scenarios). 
• LABEL (Set objects, String label): Label a set of objects with the 
specified label. 
• INTERSECTION (id1, id2): Returns the lowest common ancestor that 
two images or containers share. 
• CHILD (imageId): Returns all the child images that are derived from the 
specified image in the form of a Set. 
• IMAGE (conId): Returns the id of the image from which the specified 
container is created. 
• CONTAINER (imageId): Returns id of all the containers generated from 
the specified image. 
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• DISTANCE (imageId1, imageId2): Returns the distance between two 
images in the version chain, returns minus one if they are unrelated (no 
common parents). 
• PATH (imageId1, imageId2): return ids of all images that comprise the 
version chain between two images. 
   We implemented CQP (short for Container Query Processor) to support CQL 
execution. For each CQL query, CQP uses regular expressions to parse and 
analyze the query, calling corresponding ConHub APIs, interacting with CMP 
Docker adaptor and Database adaptor, hiding all execution details, to give users a 
one-shot execution. CQP also has well extensibility so that developers can easily 
add new CQL keywords for their specific managing needs by implementing 
corresponding parser in CQP. For example, developers can add “PARENTS” as a 
reserved keyword in CQL to get all parental images of an image, and implement a 
parser to parse this keyword (using regular expression), and then call the 
corresponding API ( GetAllParentalImages(imageId)) that ConHub 
exposes. 
3.7 ConHub Application Ecosystem 
The high management flexibility that ConHub provides can also be shown by the 
application ecosystem of ConHub. The ConHub managing APIs give developers a 
large space for developing various management applications according to their 
managing needs under different workloads. CQL, which is built on ConHub 
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managing APIs and ConHub adaptors, is a good example of such creative 
development. Besides CQL, we also developed a set of container accessibility 
tools purely based on ConHub managing APIs as guiding examples. Each of these 
tools is designed for a particular managing purpose. 
3.7.1 ConQ 
ConQ is short for container query builder. It is a tool for formulating CQL queries 
by manipulating ConSchema tables using a graphical user interface. We designed 
this tool to help the Docker user who is unfamiliar with SQL syntax and 
semantics. Figure 10 is the demonstration of ConQ. 
 




ConViz is short for container virtualization. It is a tool for visualizing the 
provenance relationship among images and containers. For example, a user can 
specify two containers, and ConViz will display the image paths that lead from 
the containers to their common ancestor image (if any). This process is well 
illustrated in Figure 11.  
   ConViz is of high practical value since, during the image development process, 
it is common for an image to have multiple child image branches (just like 
different code branches in source code control system). For example, assume an 
Ubuntu image has 2 child image branches. One is “tomcat” which means all 
images in this branch are tomcat images (with different versions), they all use this 
Ubuntu images as system base (a tomcat application has to be running inside an 
operation system). The other branch is “MySQL” which means all MySQL 
images in this branch use this Ubuntu image as well.  
   As development process goes on, there will be a lot of images stored in the 
registry. ConViz can quickly identify provenance structure between two images. 
Such identification is helpful in many development scenarios like image bug 
tracing, image version control and so on. In our previously introduced example, 
such identification can be used to answer questions like “Do these two images 





Figure 11: Screenshot of the ConViz demo 
3.7.3 ConRecovery 
ConRecovery is short for Container Recovery. It is a tool to facilitate recovery 
from a container failure. A user can specify a faulty container using ConRecovery 
(faulty container means the corresponding image is faulty), ConRecovery will 
automatically shut down that container (or let the user shut it down by clicking 
shut down button), and find a previous, problem-free image version from which 
the user can create unproblematic containers to replace the faulty one for 
emergency treatment. Moreover, ConRecovery will find the builder of that faulty 
image to allow the user to quickly contact him/her for urgent fixing. Figure 12 




Figure 12: Screenshot of the ConRecovery demo 
3.7.4 ConFile 
We developed a Dockerfile management application, called ConFile, and 
embedded it in ConHub. Developers can compose a Dockerfile in ConFile and 
build images by simply clicking the build button and typing the image name. 
During the whole process from Dockerfile composition to image building, the 
Dockerfile itself will be stored in specific folder and all related metadata (file 
composer, create time, file size etc.) will automatically be extracted and then 
managed by ConSQL. ConFile provides a normative and ordered way to 
create/modify/delete/build Dockerfiles. Figure 13 shows the main interface of 










ConHub has high practical value of using Docker in real production environment. 
This is exactly what our extensive studies on Docker aimed for. In order to 
demonstrate such practicability of ConHub, we designed some usage scenarios 
which are adapted from real reported events in application development. We will 
also show that, under the management of ConHub, a lot of useful operations that 
previously cannot be done or requires intricate procedures to be done, now can be 
performed in succinct ways by using ConHub. 
4.1 Usage of CQL 
We now demonstrate how the power of CQL can help a development team deal 
with bugs. Suppose the team identifies two containers, conIdX and conIdY, with 
similar faulty behavior; they believe the fault is inherited from some common 
image Z that both are based on, and want to find all containers and images derived 





TAG ((SELECT C.conId, I.imageId 
FROM Containers C, Images I WHERE I.imageId 
IN CHILD (INTERSECTION (conIdX, conIdY)) 
AND C.imageId= I.imageId), “hazard”) 
The team suspects that Z has a virus that came from an infected IDE (adapted 
from the famous XCode Ghost Virus event [29]) downloaded by a developer 
when creating Z. They decide to identify all developers of “hazard” images and 
label the images and containers they produced as “potential hazard”, using the 
CQL statement: 
TAG ((SELECT C.conId, I2.imageId 
FROM Containers C, Images I1, Images I2, Labels L 
WHERE L.key="hazard" AND I1.imageId=L.imageId 
AND I1.maintainer = I2.maintainer 
AND C.imageId = I2.imageId), “potential hazard”) 
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Note the use of CQL reserved keywords TAG, CHILD and INTERSECTION. 
Also, the second CQL statement uses four joins; it will be hard to do the same 
thing with just keyword search. 
4.2 Usage of ConViz 
In the previous use cases of CQL, two containers behave abnormally in similar 
way. Such a fault could be inherited from common ancestor image, or be 
imported through some common build procedures during image developments of 
the two branches (e.g., install same libraries during the build process). If the 
common ancestor image is confirmed as not causing the fault after checking, then 
the developer need compare the development trace of the two faulty containers. 
   ConViz can well support such debugging process. Developer can just specify 
the ids of two containers, ConViz can quickly indicate the common ancestor 
image to let developers do checks on it. If the ancestor image turns out to be 
unproblematic, then developers can do build procedure comparison along the two 
development traces that intuitively showed in ConViz.  
4.3 Usage of ConRecovery 
We now demonstrate how ConRecovery can help in actual production 
environment using a reported incident [30] as the guide. Assuming that a 
company is using Docker container system to provide web services to the public, 
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and suppose that a new version of service image X is ready for deployment (a 
developer adds some new features to previous service to get this new version 
image). However, the container CX spawned from X crashes the service or 
contains serious bugs. The service maintainer can use ConRecovery to quickly 
find the previous, safe image version Y, spawn a new container CY to replace 
CX, and notify the developer who developed image X for urgent debugging. 
Since the whole process is automated and thus superfast, the company avoids 
huge financial losses caused by the long gap time where no working service 




Currently, ConHub can only run individually in single node of a server cluster, 
managing the local Docker container system of the node, while doesn’t have a 
view of other nodes. However, since ConHub is using relational database as 
backend (we currently choose PostgreSQL, but it is not the only choice, most 
mainstream relational databases like MySQL, SQL Server etc., can also be used 
in ConHub to replace PostgreSQL), and technologies that adopt relational 
databases in distributed or cluster environment are quite mature [31, 32], it will be 
relatively easier for us to extend ConHub and bring out a new cluster version of it. 
After that, we will start to address some cluster related scalability issues on 
runtime overhead, performance etc. 
   What’s more, since Kubernetes now is probably the most commonly used tools 
to deploy containers inside clusters, we will try integrating ConHub with 
Kubernetes to make ConHub able to manage Kubernetes’ metadata.   
   We have released ConHub as open source, to seek feedback from the many 
developers in the Docker community. We hope to get a clearer picture of how 




In this thesis, we present ConHub in detail: the design concept of ConHub, the 
ConHub architecture, ConHub application ecosystem, and Container Query 
Language etc. 
   For the design of ConHub, we conduct extensive studies on Docker container 
system, trying to grasp all the basic concepts in a Docker container system, the 
behavior of different Docker operations, how Docker is used in industrial 
production, and how we can contribute to containers’ usage and management etc. 
We kept refining the design of ConHub as our understanding of Docker container 
system gets deeper, we adopted several guidelines in the final design of ConHub:  
x Inclusiveness: ConHub should be inclusive enough to be able to be 
integrated into other container management frameworks. The product 
positioning of ConHub should not be an alternative to some other 
management tools.  
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x Flexibility: ConHub should be able to capture all the main entities and 
relations in a Docker container system while providing sufficient flexibility for 
users’ application-specified managing needs. 
x Extensibility: ConHub should be extensible for secondary development. 
Developers should be able to develop their own tools based on ConHub. 
To meet those design requirements (inclusiveness, flexibility, extensibility), we 
implemented ConHub following the architecture depicted in Figure 5, where 
Docker Monitor ensures the inclusiveness, ConSQL provides flexibility and the 
managing APIs gives ConHub great extensibility.  
   The design of Container Query Language is creative, it is the first introduced 
sophisticated query language in a container management system. The usage 
scenarios adapted from real development cases demonstrate the practical value of 
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